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Abstract. NDM Pharmacy is a pharmaceutical retail establishment. A production production plan is vital to 

operational management, especially concerning inventory availability. Presently, NDM Pharmacy needs help 

accurately forecasting future inventory levels, particularly for three distinct categories of pharmaceuticals. This 

study utilizes the Single Exponential Smoothing approach to predict pharmaceutical sales in the drugstore. The 

analysis utilizes drug sales data from January 2022 to December 2022, which reveals a consistent average with 

oscillations in a horizontal pattern. The research findings demonstrate that the single exponential smoothing 

method uses several alpha values for optimal weight values. The assessment of forecasting accuracy is 

determined by the value of the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), with a smaller MAPE indicating a 

higher level of accuracy in forecasting. The forecasting findings indicate that the single exponential smoothing 

yields the lowest MAPE for three medications, with alpha values of 0.1, 0.4, and 0.3, respectively. The MAPE 

for the three categories of medications is 11.96843%, 14.55955%, and 13.9353%, respectively. This study 

offers valuable insights for NDM Pharmacy in strategizing the future supply of pharmaceutical stock and 

improving the accuracy of sales predictions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

NDM Pharmacy Store is a pharmaceutical retail business in the Wuluhan District of Jember. Pharmaceutical 

retailers need help managing medicine inventory to fulfill future demands. Regrettably, the operational administration 

of NDM stores, particularly regarding medicine supply management, lacks a well-defined structure due to its reliance 

on unreliable sales data. Narcotic drug market (NDM) outlets employ uncomplicated strategies, such as recurring 

procurement of identical drug provisions as the preceding month. Consequently, pharmacy store proprietors encounter 

challenges in guaranteeing sufficient accessibility of medications. In addition, the business continues to manually 

document sales data using books and Microsoft Excel, leading to less effective administration of sales data and drug 

orders. 

To address the issues above, it is necessary to employ a methodology to forecast the required inventory quantity 

for the upcoming month and guarantee the optimal stock level for that period [1,2]. Forecasting is a technique that can 

be employed to address this issue by accurately predicting the appropriate inventory quantity. Forecasting is a 

systematic procedure used to predict future requirements, encompassing factors such as amount, quality, timing, and 

location necessary to fulfill the demand for products or services [3]. Hence, there is a requirement for a forecasting 

system that can accurately anticipate future sales at the NDM medicine Store and an efficient system to handle sales 

and medicine inventory information. 

Forecasting predicts future events by analyzing and evaluating historical data [4]. The prediction method choice 

relies on the evaluated data's specific attributes. If the chosen methodology is considered suitable for forecasting, the 

effectiveness of the forecasting approach can be determined by measuring the prediction error. Various statistical 

techniques are employed to estimate time series data, such as smoothing, Box-Jenkins, econometrics, regression, and 

transfer function methods [5]. A time series is a collection of data points representing measurements of variables taken 

at regular intervals over time [6]. The time utilized may range from hours to years. Previous data patterns are crucial 

for comprehending time series behavior [7]. Anderson, Sweeney, Williams, Camm, and Cochran have found several 

data patterns, including horizontal, trend, seasonal, and cyclical [8]. 
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The Single Exponential Smoothing approach is highly efficient in predicting time series data and delivering
precise outcomes [9]. The selection of Single Exponential Smoothing as the forecasting method for NDM Pharmacy
Store is grounded in its suitability for the business's specific challenges. Its simplicity and ease of implementation
make it an attractive choice [10], particularly for a retail environment like a pharmaceutical store. The method's
inherent adaptability to time series data aligns well with the nature of sales records, which are typically collected at
regular intervals [11]. Moreover, single-exponential smoothing can capture specific seasonal patterns, which is
crucial in the pharmaceutical industry, where demand might vary based on seasonal factors. Hence, the methodology
employed in this study is Single Exponential Smoothing.

METHODS

This study is a form of quantitative research that depends on numerical data and historical patterns.
Quantitative planning (forecasting) can be categorized into two distinct methodologies. The initial methodology is a
time series encompassing the design phase to provide precise planning outcomes as a cohesive entity that
necessitates no additional processing [12]. The investigation was conducted at the NDM Drug Store in the Wuluhan
District, Jember Regency, East Java, with the postal number 68162. The investigation was conducted from October
2022 to January 2023. This research comprises multiple steps, specifically data gathering, system analysis and
design, implementation of SFS, and model testing and evaluation. The research stages conducted in this study are
illustrated in Fig. 1 below.

FIGURE 1. Flowchart of research stages

This study entails gathering data by comprehensively examining existing literature and conducting
interviews. Literary studies entail acquiring information from several sources, such as periodicals, books, and prior
references. An interview was performed with the proprietor of the NDM Drug Store to acquire drug sales data
documented in the bookkeeping ledger. The planning stage is conducted to strategize the system's functioning,
encompassing data processing and determining parameters for the forecasting approach. Additionally, the system
incorporates planned features and provides estimations for system time. In the data processing stage, a time series
plot is generated to visualize and analyze data patterns. The research employs Single Exponential Smoothing as the
forecasting approach and evaluates its accuracy using Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) [13]. The
forecasting data suggest the optimal amount of pharmaceutical inventory for the upcoming month.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sales data collected spans from January 2022 to December 2022 and encompasses sales data for three
specific categories of drugs: Acetaminophen, Amoxicillin, and Hydrochlorothiazide. Fig. 2 displays the sales data
for three different types of medicine at the NDM Drug Store.
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FIGURE 2. Time series data plot of drug sales data

Upon analyzing the plotted data on sales of the three categories of medications, it is evident that the data
exhibits a horizontal pattern characterized by consistent fluctuations around a steady average. There is no discernible
trend or seasonal variation in the data. The acquired data will be computed manually via the Single Exponential
Smoothing technique. In this forecast's Single Exponential Smoothing computations, the Alpha (α) value is
randomly determined as a weight value [14]. The possible values for α are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and
0.9. Equation 1 below outlines the computation of the Single Exponential Smoothing technique.

𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ * 𝑋
𝑡

+ 1 − ⍺( ) * 𝐹
𝑡

− 1 (1)

The Single Exponential Smoothing method cannot currently calculate using the alpha value as a weight and
the expected value in the first period. As a temporary solution, the predicted value in the first period is set to match
the actual data in the first period. Table 1 displays one of the manual computations for the Single Exponential
Smoothing approach, utilizing alpha values of 0.1 and 0.2.

TABLE 1. Single exponential smoothing calculation using alpha values of 0.1 and 0.2

Month Actua
l

Single Exponential Smoothing Calculation
α = 0.1 α = 0.2

Januar
y

67 The forecast value for the January
period is 67, as it remains
un-forecast.

The forecast value for the January
period is 67, as it remains un-forecast.

Februa
ry

103 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 67 + (1 – 0,1) x 67
Ft +1 = 67

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 67 + (1 – 0,2) x 67
Ft +1 = 67

March 76 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 103 + (1 – 0,1) x 67
Ft +1 = 70,6

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 103 + (1 – 0,2) x 67
Ft +1 = 74,200

April 73 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 76 + (1 – 0,1) x 70,6
Ft +1 = 71,14

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 76 + (1 – 0,2) x 74,200
Ft +1 = 74,560

May 98 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 73 + (1 – 0,1) x 71,14
Ft +1 = 71,32

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 73 + (1 – 0,2) x 74,560
Ft +1 = 74,248

June 75 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 98 + (1 – 0,1) x 71,32
Ft +1 = 73,993

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 98 + (1 – 0,2) x 74,248
Ft +1 = 78,998

July 104 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 75 + (1 – 0,1) x 73,993
Ft +1 = 74,09

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 75 + (1 – 0,2) x 78,998
Ft +1 = 78,199

August 102 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
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Month Actua
l

Single Exponential Smoothing Calculation
α = 0.1 α = 0.2

Ft + 1= 0,1 x 102 + (1 – 0,1) x 74,09
Ft +1 = 77,085

Ft + 1= 0,2 x 104 + (1 – 0,2) x 78,199
Ft +1 = 83,359

Septem
ber

88 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 102 + (1 – 0,1) x
77,085
Ft +1 = 79,576

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 102 + (1 – 0,2) x 83,359
Ft +1 = 87,087

Octobe
r

97 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 88 + (1 – 0,1) x 79,576
Ft +1 = 80,419

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 88 + (1 – 0,2) x 87,087
Ft +1 = 87,270

Novem
ber

78 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 97 + (1 – 0,1) x 80,419
Ft +1 = 82,077

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 97 + (1 – 0,2) x 87,270
Ft +1 = 89,216

Decem
ber

82 𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,1 x 78 + (1 – 0,1) x 82,077
Ft +1 = 81,669

𝐹𝑡 + 1 = ⍺ ∗ 𝑋𝑡 + (1 − ⍺) ∗ 𝐹𝑡 – 1
Ft + 1= 0,2 x 78 + (1 – 0,2) x 89,216
Ft +1 = 86,973

The Single Exponential Smoothing approach utilizes MAPE evaluation to evaluates its error rate (11). Table
2 contains an instance of manual MAPE calculation using the Single Exponential Smoothing method with alpha
values of 0.1 and 0.2. The Xt value represents the current sales data, whereas the Ft value corresponds to the
forecasted figure.

TABLE 2. MAPE calculation for the acetaminophen uses alpha values of 0.1 and 0.2

Month Xt
Ft 𝑃𝐸 =

𝑋
𝑡
−𝐹

𝑡

𝑋
𝑡

|||
|||𝑥 100

α =
0,1

α =
0,2 α = 0,1 α = 0,2

January 67 - - -
February 103 67,00 67,00 = 103−67

103
|| ||𝑥 100

=  34, 95145631
= 103−67

103
|| ||𝑥 100

=  34, 95145631
March 76 70,60 74,20 = 76−70,60

76
|| ||𝑥 100

=  7, 105263158
= 76−74,20

76
|| ||𝑥 100

=  2, 368421053
April 73 71,14 74,56 = 73−71,14

73
|| ||𝑥 100

=  2, 547945205
= 73−74,56

73
|| ||𝑥 100

=  2, 136986301
May 98 71,32 74,25 = 98−71,32

98
|| ||𝑥 100

= 27, 21836735
= 98−74,25

98
|| ||𝑥 100

= 24, 23673469
June 75 73,99 79,00 = 75−73,99

75
|| ||𝑥 100

=  1, 342133333
= 75−79,00

75
|| ||𝑥 100

=  5, 3312
July 104 74,09 78,20 = 104−74,09

104
|| ||𝑥 100

=  28, 75571154
= 104−78,20

104
|| ||𝑥 100

=  24, 80892308
August 102 77,80 83,36 = 102−77,80

102
|| ||𝑥 100

=  24, 4268098
= 102−83,36

102
|| ||𝑥 100

=  18, 27551373
Septemb
er

88 79,58 87,09 = 88−79,58
88

|| ||𝑥 100
=  9, 572512955

= 88−87,09
88

|| ||𝑥 100
=  1, 037294545
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October 97 80,42 87,27 = 97−80,42
97

|| ||𝑥 100
=  17, 094258

= 97−87,27
97

|| ||𝑥 100
=  10, 03119109

Novembe
r

78 82,08 89,22 = 78−82,08
78

|| ||𝑥 100
=  5, 226554828

= 78−89,22
78

|| ||𝑥 100
=  14, 37922527

Decembe
r

82 81,67 86,97 = 82−81,67
82

|| ||𝑥 100
=  0, 40360794

= 82−86,97
82

|| ||𝑥 100
=  6, 064190939

MAPE 13, 22038503 11,96842808

The MAPE value for the first period was not calculated due to the absence of a forecasting value. Manual
calculations were performed using two alpha values, 0.1 and 0.2, as shown in Table 2. The MAPE values have
varying outcomes. The error value calculations reveal notable discrepancies, particularly in the 3rd period and
subsequent periods. The accuracy of the MAPE value is significantly impacted by errors in determining the alpha
value during the calculation process. The MAPE value obtained from forecasting calculations using an alpha value
of 0.2 is superior to that obtained using an alpha value of 0.1. This is because the alpha value of 0.2 yields a smaller
error value, resulting in a lower final MAPE value. The projected value for the medication Acetaminophen is
11.96842808. The calculation result for the medications Acetaminophen, Amoxicillin, and Hydrochlorothiazide with
alpha values ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 is presented in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3. Comparison of MAPE values with alpha values of 0.1 to 0.9

Drug Alpha Value
0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9

Acetaminoph
en

13,2
2

11,9
6

12,4
9

13,3
2

14,0
3

14,6
8

15,2
9

15,9
5 16,81

Amoxicillin 15,3
1

14,7
8

14,6
0

14,5
6

14,5
8

14,6
2

15,1
0

15,9
5 16,87

Hydrocholoro
thiazide

14,3
3

13,3
1

13,1
9

13,9
3

14,9
3

16,0
2

17,2
2

18,5
2 19,95

Upon comparing the outcomes data from system calculations and manual calculations, it is evident that the
produced results from both methods are identical. The MAPE value calculation yields three alpha values, namely
0.2, 0.4, and 0.3, which represent the differences between system calculations and manual calculations. The least
alpha value among the three is 0.2. The corresponding values for this alpha are 11.96843, 14.55955, and 13.19353.

CONCLUSION

The study introduces a methodology for predicting drug sales at NDM Drug Stores. It employs the Single
Exponential Smoothing method for sales forecasting. The analysis is based on sales data from a 12-month period,
specifically spanning from January 2022 to December 2022. The Single Exponential Smoothing method involves
the use of various alpha values to determine the optimal weight values. These alpha values play a crucial role in the
accuracy of the forecasting process. The study evaluates the accuracy of the forecasts by using MAPE. A lower
MAPE value indicates a higher level of accuracy in forecasting. The results of the study show that the Single
Exponential Smoothing method produced the lowest MAPE for three different types of medications, with alpha
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values of 0.1, 0.4, and 0.3. The specific MAPE values for these three categories of medications are 11.96843%,
14.55955%, and 13.9353%, respectively.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.
        The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter's
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the chapter's Creative Commons license and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder.
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